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The traveller gets exactly what he needs, and in a handy format. THE TIMES The author seems to have covered every
road in the country, and has something of interest to say about virtually every site. COUNTRY LIFE
World-renowned 'tell it like it is' guidebook Discover Italy with this comprehensive, entertaining, 'tell it like it is' Rough
Guide, packed with comprehensive practical information and our experts' honest and independent recommendations.
Whether you plan to check out aperitivo joints, take a boat cruise, wander through ancient ruins or explore local
neighbourhoods, The Rough Guide to Italy will help you discover the best places to explore, sleep, eat, drink and shop
along the way. Features of The Rough Guide to Italy: - Detailed regional coverage: provides in-depth practical
information for each step of all kinds of trip, from intrepid off-the-beaten-track adventures, to chilled-out breaks in popular
tourist areas. Regions covered include: Rome and Lazio, Piemonte and Valle d'Aosta, Liguria, Lobardy and the Lakes,
Trentino-Alto Adige, Venice & the Veneto, Friuli-Venezia Giulia, Emilia-Romagna, Tuscany, Umbria, Le Marche, Abruzzo
and Molise, Campania, Puglia, Basilicata and Calabria, Sicily and Sardinia. - Honest independent reviews: written with
Rough Guides' trademark blend of humour, honesty and expertise, and recommendations you can truly trust, our writers
will help you get the most from your trip to Italy. - Meticulous mapping: always full-colour, with clearly numbered, colourcoded keys. Find your way around Rome, Sardinia and many more locations without needing to get online - Fabulous fullcolour photography: features a richness of inspirational colour photography, including the grandeur of Tivoli's Villa d'Este
and the vibrancy of Bologna's markets - Things not to miss: Rough Guides' rundown of Sicily, Venice, Puglia and
Lombardy's best sights and top experiences - Itineraries: carefully planned routes will help you organise your trip, and
inspire and inform your on-the-road experiences - Basics section: packed with essential pre-departure information
including getting there, getting around, accommodation, food and drink, health, the media, festivals, sports and outdoor
activities, culture and etiquette, shopping and more - Background information: comprehensive Contexts chapter provides
fascinating insights into Italy, with coverage of history, religion, ethnic groups, environment, wildlife and books, plus a
handy language section and glossary - Covers: Rome and Lazio, Piemonte and Valle d'Aosta, Liguria, Lobardy and the
Lakes, Trentino-Alto Adige, Venice & the Veneto, Friuli-Venezia Giulia, Emilia-Romagna, Tuscany, Umbria, Le Marche,
Abruzzo and Molise, Campania, Puglia, Basilicata and Calabria, Sicily and Sardinia About Rough Guides: Rough Guides
have been inspiring travellers for over 35 years, with over 30 million copies sold globally. Synonymous with practical
travel tips, quality writing and a trustworthy 'tell it like it is' ethos, the Rough Guides list includes more than 260 travel
guides to 120+ destinations, gift-books and phrasebooks.
Reproduction of the original: Hero Tales From History by Smith Burnham
The Rough Guide to Cairo & the Pyramids is the ultimate travel guide to this ancient city, with clear maps and detailed
coverage of all the best Egyptian attractions. Discover Cairo's highlights with stunning photography and information on
everything from the famous Cities of the Dead to nightlife that only the locals know. Getting the best deal, avoiding hassle
and having fun is what this guidebook keeps in mind - so you can experience Cairo at its best. An ancient city and the
greatest metropolis in the Middle East, Cairo's bazaars, museums, mosques, tombs and pyramids are covered in detail.
Well-informed listings - from authors who have been visiting the city for twenty years - reflect an inside knowledge of the
city's hotels, restaurants and entertainment, for every budget. Make the most of your trip with The Rough Guide to Cairo
& the Pyramids.
Woody Hayes is one of the greatest football coaches in history—and one of the most fascinating. More than a brilliant
coach, he was a complicated, contradictory man. The former history teacher would tout the ideals of democracy yet run
his football empire as an absolute monarchy. But he had a surprisingly altruistic side, hidden from the public,. and Hayes
visited local hospitals, donated his time, money, and advice, and insisted that his players graduate. More than just a
standard biography, A Fire to Win explores the psychological motivations of one of the most complex of coaches. First
and foremost, Woody Hayes was a coach—and his achievements are stunning. While at Ohio State, he won five national
titles, and thirteen Big Ten Conference championships, made eight Rose Bowl appearances, and earned two national
Coach of the Year awards. His killer instincts, honed in the navy, where he commanded a destroyer escort in the Pacific
during World War II, helped him lead his teams to a 30-9 winning average. Moreover, Hayes's lifetime coaching record,
238-72-10, puts him in the first rank of college coaching immortals. No other coach has won more games in a shorter
period. John Lombardo uses his extensive sports writing experience to craft an accurate portrait of one of the most
complex and fascinating figures in football. Countless interviews of former players, assistant coaches, administrators,
faculty, associates, and friends shape the image of Hayes and his career, which spanned the mid-1940s to the late
1970s during a tremendous period of change in American society. A Fire to Win is an honest and revealing biography of
Hayes, a man who ranks in the pantheon of football coaches.
"Inside, 15 separate routes cover the Civil War's Eastern Theater, from southern Pennsylvania to western Maryland and
throughout Virginia. Each route incorporates significant war sites, timely travel tips, and local history, complete with
'inside' stories on personalities -- from the illustrious to the unknown, from politicians and generals to unsung heroes and
villains. Whether you're an avid Civil War aficionado or a novice to America's great military struggle, this fact-filled guide
is for you and your entire family"--Page 4 of cover.
Soldier Heroes explores the imagining of masculinities within adventure stories. Drawing on literary theory, cultural
materialism and Kleinian psychoanalysis, it analyses modern British adventure heroes as historical forms of masculinity
originating in the era of nineteenth-century popular imperialism, traces their subsequent transformations and examines
the way these identities are internalized and lived by men and boys.
Fire Emblem Fates: Birthright - Strategy GuideGamer Guides
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The history and culture of Madrid, the cluster of historical cities at an easy distance (Segovia, Avila and Toledo) and the
heartlands of Castile - the core of Spanish civilisation.
Profiles heroic figures from the beginning of the United States' history to the present whose contributions to society the
author asserts have been overshadowed by the actions of those the liberal media holds in high esteem.
"An introduction to the study of Korean culture for readers in the United States and other English speaking nations,
composed of selected reading material of 2000 pages from the author's seven published volumes and four unpublished
volumes condensed into one volume."--Preface.
You are the Avatar, born into the Hoshido royal family but raised by the Nohr royal family. With the two families on the
brink of war, you must choose whether to follow your destiny tied to your birthplace or the fate bound to the kingdom
which raised you. Conquest sees you fight to defend the Nohr kingdom during a revolution. But ultimately the choice is
yours. - Complete coverage of the main story. - All side quests uncovered. - Gameplay details and tactics on how to get
the best from your game. - Details on features new to the Fire Emblem series. - Differences between the two games
examined. Conquest is not for the casual fan! - Skills, monsters, Promotions and Re-classing explained and much, much
more!
Vanessa Nox had a life of any normal teenager. A train ride to her father’s “workplace” changes that. Vanessa and her sister Abigail realize
that earth isn’t the only realm. They meet up with a variety of creatures, both friend and foe, in a world called Terra. Vanessa discovers that
not only is Terra her real home but she is also the princess of the elves. Together, Vanessa, Abigail, and an elf named Rex help save Terra
against powerful villains that control not only the shadows but also what lurks in them. Between joy and betrayal, Vanessa finds not only can
she save the elves but she can also lead them.
Hogan's Heroes' creation and creators, the directors, the writers, the promotion, and the eventual end of the show are chronicled. A guide to
each of the 168 episodes provides title, air date, rerun date, production number, writer, director, guest cast and a plot synopsis.
The Rough Guide to Romania is the definitive handbook on one of Europe's most fascinating, scenic and enigmatic countries. The full-colour
introduction highlights all the unmissable sights from the wilds of the Carpathian mountains to the marvellous Delta wetlands, as well as
referencing the country's many unique festivals. Two full-colour sections describe the many outdoor activities on offer - from mountain hikes
and skiing, to bear and wolf tracking - as well as the country's extraordinary religious architecture. This comprehensive guide reviews all the
top hotel and restaurant options for every taste and budget, and includes informed background on Romania's history, wildlife, literature, music
and, of course, Dracula. Accurate maps and comprehensive practical information help you get under the skin of Romania, whilst stunning
photography makes this your ultimate travelling companion. Make the most of your time on earthTM with The Rough Guide to Romania.
The Rough Guide to Moscow is the definitive guide to one of Europe's most fascinating and rewarding cities. The full-colour introduction
covers the awe-inspiring Kremlin and The Red Square and includes the essential list of 'what not to miss'. There are lively explorations of all
the sights, from Moscow's lavish palaces to world-class museums, as well as detailed accounts of Russian history and politics that have
formed this intriguing city. You'll find two full-colour sections that highlight the New Moscow Style - contemporary art, design, fashion,
galleries, boutiques, bars and clubs - and the magnificent art-deco metro, famous for its arts, murals, mosaics and ornate chandeliers. With
updated and easy-to-use maps, expanded listings of nightlife, restaurants and hotels in Moscow for all budgets, The Rough Guide to Moscow
is the must-have item to this colourful and spirited city.
This worldwide reference guide to over 300 Army, Air Force, Navy, Marine Corps and Coast Guard installations includes information on
locations, climates, housing and schools, personal services, recreational opportunities and local attractions, as well as detailed maps and
base information. An ideal companion for servicemembers, defense contractors and military travelers.
You are the Avatar, born into the Hoshido royal family but raised by the Nohr royal family. With the two families on the brink of war, you must
choose whether to follow your destiny tied to your birthplace or the fate bound to the kingdom which raised you. Birthright charts the path of
the Hoshido family and their defense against the Nohr. But ultimately the choice is yours. Our guide will include the following: - Complete
coverage of the main story. - All side quests uncovered. - Gameplay details and tactics on how to get the best from your game. - Details on
features new to the Fire Emblem series. - Skills, monsters, Promotions and Reclassing explained and much, much more!

With its historic cities, dramatic landscapes, rich culture and sun-soaked beaches, it's little wonder that Spain is one of the world's
most popular tourist destinations. Be inspired to visit with our new Insight Guide Spain, a comprehensive full-colour guide to this
romantic country. Inside Insight Guide Spain:A thoroughly overhauled edition by our expert authors.Stunning photography brings
this exciting country and its people to life. Highlights of the country's top attractions, such as the Alhambra and Sagrada Familia,
as well as in-depth features on flamenco and Spain's dazzling architecture.Descriptive region-by-region accounts cover the whole
country from the glamorous Catalan city of Barcelona and the Moorish castles of Granada to blissful Balearic beaches.Detailed,
high-quality maps throughout will help you get around and travel tips give you all the essential information for planning a
memorable trip. About Insight Guides: Insight Guides has over 40 years' experience of publishing high-quality, visual travel guides.
We produce around 400 full-colour print guide books and maps as well as picture-packed eBooks to meet different travellers'
needs. Insight Guides' unique combination of beautiful travel photography and focus on history and culture together create a
unique visual reference and planning tool to inspire your next adventure.
Approaching the Bible in an original way—comparing biblical heroes to heroes in world literature—Elliott Rabin addresses a core
biblical question: What is the Bible telling us about what it means to be a hero? Focusing on the lives of six major biblical
characters—Moses, Samson, David, Esther, Abraham, and Jacob—Rabin examines their resemblance to hero types found in (and
perhaps drawn from) other literatures and analyzes why the Bible depicts its heroes less gloriously than do the texts of other
cultures: * Moses founds the nation of Israel—and is short-tempered and weak-armed. * Samson, arrogant and unhinged, can kill a
thousand enemies with his bare hands. * David establishes a centralized, unified, triumphal government—through pretense and selfdeception. * Esther saves her people but marries a murderous, misogynist king. * Abraham's relationships are wracked with
tension. * Jacob fathers twelve tribes—and wins his inheritance through deceit. In the end, is God the real hero? Or is God too
removed from human constraints to even be called a “hero”? Ultimately, Rabin excavates how the Bible’s unique perspective on
heroism can address our own deep-seated need for human-scale heroes.
The extraordinary lives, passions, and careers of four great military leaders--Stonewall Jackson, Winfield Scott Hancock, Joshua
Chamberlain, and Robert E. Lee--come to a climax as Union and Confederate forces clash on the battlefields of the Civil War.
Reprint.
The New York Times bestselling prequel to the Pulitzer Prize–winning classic The Killer Angels In this brilliantly written epic novel,
Jeff Shaara traces the lives, passions, and careers of the great military leaders from the first gathering clouds of the Civil War.
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Here is Thomas “Stonewall” Jackson, a hopelessly by-the-book military instructor and devout Christian who becomes the greatest
commander of the Civil War; Winfield Scott Hancock, a captain of quartermasters who quickly establishes himself as one of the
finest leaders of the Union army; Joshua Chamberlain, who gives up his promising academic career and goes on to become one
of the most heroic soldiers in American history; and Robert E. Lee, never believing until too late that a civil war would ever truly
come to pass. Profound in its insights into the minds and hearts of those who fought in the war, Gods and Generals creates a vivid
portrait of the soldiers, the battlefields, and the tumultuous times that forever shaped the nation. BONUS: This edition includes an
excerpt from Jeff Shaara's Blaze of Glory.
“War, reclamation, and what Tim O'Brien called "the Lives of the Dead" are eternal literary themes for men. Clay Bonnyman Evans
has honored that lineage with this masterful melding of military history and personal quest.”—Ron Powers, co-author of New York
Times #1 bestsellers Flags of Our Fathers and True Compass, along with No One Cares About Crazy People and others In
November 1943, Marine 1st Lt. Alexander Bonnyman, Jr. was mortally wounded while leading a successful assault on a critical
Japanese fortification on the Pacific atoll of Tarawa, and posthumously awarded the Medal of Honor, the nation's highest military
honor. The brutal, bloody 76-hour battle would ultimately claim the lives of more than 1,100 Marines and 5,000 Japanese forces.
But Bonnyman's remains, along with those of hundreds of other Marines, were hastily buried and lost to history following the battle,
and it would take an extraordinary effort by a determined group of dedicated civilians to find him. In 2010, having become
disillusioned with the U.S. government's half-hearted efforts to recover the "lost Marines of Tarawa," Bonnyman's grandson, Clay
Bonnyman Evans, was privileged to join the efforts of History Flight, Inc., a non-governmental organization dedicated to finding
and repatriating the remains of lost U.S. service personnel. In Bones of My Grandfather, Evans tells the remarkable story of
History Flight's mission to recover hundreds of Marines long lost to history in the sands of Tarawa. Even as the organization
begins to unearth the physical past on a remote Pacific island, Evans begins his own quest to unearth the reclaim the true history
of his grandfather, a charismatic, complicated hero whose life had been whitewashed, sanitized and diminished over the decades.
On May 29, 2015, Evans knelt beside a History Flight archaeologist as she uncovered the long-lost, well-preserved remains of of
his grandfather. And more than seventy years after giving his life for his country, a World War II hero finally came home.
World-renowned 'tell it like it is' guidebook Discover Romania with this comprehensive, entertaining, 'tell it like it is' Rough Guide,
packed with comprehensive practical information and our experts' honest and independent recommendations. Whether you plan to
explore the discover the great outdoors, wander the streets of Bucharest or visit Dracula country, The Rough Guide to Romania
will help you discover the best places to explore, sleep, eat, drink and shop along the way. Features of The Rough Guide to
Romania: - Detailed regional coverage: provides in-depth practical information for each step of all kinds of trip, from intrepid off-thebeaten-track adventures, to chilled-out breaks in popular tourist areas. Regions covered include: Bucharest, Cluj, Bran, Sibiu,
Brasov, Transylvania and more. - Honest independent reviews: written with Rough Guides' trademark blend of humour, honesty
and expertise, and recommendations you can truly trust, our writers will help you get the most from your trip toRomania. Meticulous mapping: always full-colour, with clearly numbered, colour-coded keys. Find your way around Bucharest, Cluj, Sibiu,
Brasovand many more locations without needing to get online. - Fabulous full-colour photography: features a richness of
inspirational colour photography, including vibrant Bucharestand stunning Cluj. - Things not to miss: Rough Guides' rundown of
Bucharest, Wallachia, Moldavia, Transylvania and the Danube Delta's best sights and top experiences. - Itineraries: carefully
planned routes will help you organise your trip, and inspire and inform your on-the-road experiences. - Basics section: packed with
essential pre-departure information including getting there, getting around, accommodation, food and drink, health, the media,
festivals, sports and outdoor activities, culture and etiquette, shopping and more. - Background information: comprehensive
Contexts chapter provides fascinating insights into Romania, with coverage of history, religion, ethnic groups, environment, wildlife
and books, plus a handy language section and glossary. - Covers: Bucharest, Moldavia, Wallachia, Transylvania and the Danube
Delate About Rough Guides: Rough Guides have been inspiring travellers for over 35 years, with over 30 million copies sold
globally. Synonymous with practical travel tips, quality writing and a trustworthy 'tell it like it is' ethos, the Rough Guides list
includes more than 260 travel guides to 120+ destinations, gift-books and phrasebooks.
A colorful figure of 18th-century America, Israel Putnam (1718-1790) played a key role in both the French and Indian War and the
Revolutionary War. In 1758 he barely escaped from being burned alive by Mohawk warriors. He later commanded a force of 500 men who
were shipwrecked off the coast of Cuba. It was he who reportedly gave the command "Don't fire until you see the whites of their eyes" at the
Battle of Bunker Hill. Detailing Putnam's close relationships with Aaron Burr, Alexander Hamilton, and John and Abigail Adams, this first fulllength biography of Putnam in more than a century re-examines the life of a revolutionary whose seniority in the Continental Army was
second only to that of George Washington.
Japanese American Donnie, whose playmates insist he be the "bad guy" in their war games, calls on his reluctant father and uncle to help
him get away from that role
From the crumbling colonial architecture of Havana to the vibrant party town of Santiago de Cuba, idiosyncratic Cuba offers limitless
opportunities for exploration, and The Rough Guide to Cuba will ensure you don't miss a thing. This travel guide covers all of the big-hitting
attractions - from the mogotes of Viñales to tecnicoloured Trinidad via the top scuba diving sights on the south coast - and unearths lesserknown gems across the island. In full-colour throughout, The Rough Guide to Cuba is having stunning photography and detailed maps, plus
essential practical information on the latest visa requirements and how to get around. With expert, opinionated reviews on the best hotels,
casa particulares, bars, shops and cigar lounges - plus coverage of the country's exciting new wave of restaurants - this in-depth guide will
ensure you make the most of your time in Cuba.
"Words on the Street" is an experienced insider's analysis of Wall Street language. This informative and entertaining exploration of
marketplace rhetoric focuses on metaphors derived from the fascinating arenas of games, love, war, politics, religion, the fine arts, and
natural physical science. This expose reviews that wordplay in the context of the American Dream. Armies of books describe marketplace
structure and instruments, recount economic history, or unveil personalities and strategies of heroic (or scandalous) individuals and
institutions. "Words on the Street" is different. It enlightens Wall Street professionals, Main Street audiences, policy makers, and academics
regarding Wall Street talk and its implications. Wall Street and American Dream rhetoric reflect and shape marketplace perspectives and
thereby influence quests to make, keep, and manage money. Therefore Wall Street propaganda has major financial consequences for both
Wall Street insiders and Main Street. "Words" may change marketplace viewpoints, including dogmas related to investment. This cultural
investigation shows how investors and other players are persuaded to venture into and stay within stock, interest rate, currency, and
commodity arenas. The opportunity to make money is a very incomplete explanation. The book is extensively documented from financial
sources and via references to literature, film, and music. This study of Wall Street's language and rhetorical methods benefits Wall Street
professionals, Main Street residents, businesses, politicians, and regulators seeking insight on how and why Wall Street sermons attract and
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convince them. Enticed by the oratory of Wall Street and its allies, many millions of Main Street dwellers around the globe have marched into
and remained within Wall Street, often to "invest." The recent worldwide economic crisis underlines the importance of Wall Street
marketplaces, even for those who have not carried their own money directly to Wall Street tables. "Words on the Street" demolishes the
scientific ambitions and claims, not only of Wall Street, but also of economics and other social "sciences." "Words" investigates and discredits
the counterfeit science (alleged objectivity) of the influential armies of would-be Newtons, Einsteins, Darwins, and Fords roaming throughout
Wall Street and economics. Its analysis of Wall Street language in the context of the American Dream will fascinate American history scholars
and students. Finally, "Words" provides an innovative yet persuasive explanation of cultural reasoning and how it differs from scientific
rationality. Leo Haviland has three decades of experience in the Wall Street trading environment. Leo has worked for Goldman Sachs,
Sempra Energy Trading, and other institutions. In his research and sales career in stock, interest rate, foreign exchange, and commodity
battlefields, he has dealt with numerous and diverse financial institutions and individuals. He is a graduate of the University of Chicago (Phi
Beta Kappa) and the Cornell Law School.
The Rough Guide to Jamaica is the ultimate travel guide to the most captivating of the Caribbean islands. From dining by the sea to dancing
under the stars, we've picked out the best of Jamaica, with full-colour pictures offering a taste of what to expect. Detailed practical advice
covers everything from restaurants and accommodation to tipping and tours; an events calendar details the island's legendary reggae shows,
and insiders' tips ensure that you'll discover the island beyond the resorts. The Rough Guide to Jamaica also provides the lowdown on each
part of island, including the white-sand beaches and watersports of Negril and Montego Bay; the lush rainforest retreats of Portland; the hip
hotels of the unspoiled south coast; unforgettable hikes in the cool Blue Mountain peaks; and Kingston's electrifying arts and nightlife scene.
Explore every corner of Jamaica with clear, detailed maps that will help you navigate with ease. Make the most of your trip with The Rough
Guide to Jamaica.
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